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Abstract

Existing patent retrieval systems are di�cult to use by

amateur users because of several drawbacks. We have

developed a novel type of patent retrieval system which

anybody can make use of easily, and have been using

it in our laboratories since the beginning of this year.

Our system uses document �ltering techniques. These

�ltering techniques are based on a probabilistic model

which searches documents relevant to the user's inter-

est. This paper describes our patent retrieval system,

�ltering method and experimental results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional patent retrieval is considered to be a task

which documents relevant to a user's interest are re-

trieved from large stores of textual data. Existing patent

retrieval systems require the user to input IPC (Inter-

national Patent Classi�cation) codes in order to select

relevant document sets. The systems then retrieve doc-

uments containing the user's search keywords from the

selected document sets. However, this retrieval process

has the following drawbacks.

(1) The user has to be familiar with IPC codes.

(2) Much time is necessary until the user obtains rel-

evant documents because he/she has to browse an

overwhelming amount of non-relevant documents.

(3) A user who wants to monitor documents relevant

to speci�c information must repetitively input search

keywords to reject useless documents. Moreover,

the user can not discriminate between new and

past-retrieved documents.

These drawbacks make it di�cult for an amateur

user to use traditional patent retrieval systems to obtain

relevant patents.

We have developed a novel type of patent retrieval

system which anybody can make use of easily. Docu-

ment �ltering techniques are used in our system. Doc-

ument �ltering is a task which monitors the ow of

incoming documents and selects those which the sys-

tem regards as relevant to the user's interest. The

user's interest is expressed within the system as a pro-

�le. Our system calculates the similarity between the

pro�le and each incoming document, and then send doc-

uments with higher similarity than a certain threshold

to the user by e-mail. Therefore, IPC codes are not

used in the retrieval process. This means the user does

not have to be familiar with IPC codes. We believe this

system has a high level of usability.

Section 2 of this paper describes the structure of our

patent retrieval system, section 3 describes the �ltering

method, section 4 gives experimental results and section

5 presents our conclusions .

2 System Structure

The structure of our patent retrieval system is shown

in Figure 1. We receive patent data from a patent of-

�ce every 2 weeks. The amount of incoming documents

are 3,000 documents(400MB) on average. The patent

database of our patent retrieval system is updated af-

ter the receiving terminal �nishes receiving documents.

Our system then calculates the similarity between a

user's pro�le and each incoming document, and send

documents with higher similarity than a certain thresh-

old to the user. Currently, 157 users are using our

patent retrieval system.

All the user has to do is to register his/her own pro-

�le by using an Internet browser such as Netscape or

Internet Explorer. The pro�le consists of text �les such

as patents which the user already applied or documents

in which the user's interest is described. The method

of registering the user's pro�le is very simple. The user
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Figure 1: Structure of our Patent Retrieval System

selects only interesting patents from a list of patents

already applied by the user. The user can also register

his/her interest by writing text in a speci�c column of

a registration form and then submitting the form.

3 Filtering Method

In many document �ltering systems, the user's pro�le

and incoming documents are indexed by a vector space

model. The similarity between the user's pro�le and

each incoming document is then usually calculated as

an inner-product or cosine of two vectors.

On the other hand, probabilistic models have been

exploited in information retrieval and text categoriza-

tion because these models have a solid formal grounding

in probabilistic theory. The adaptation of probabilistic

models to document �ltering is straightforward. To re-

trieve documents relevant to a user's interest, a simple

strategy is to calculate the similarity between each in-

coming documents and all user pro�les. This exhaus-

tive search increases computational time in proportion

to the product of the number of user's pro�les stored

in the system and the number of incoming documents.

In general, probabilistic models have high accuracy but

need a large amount of computational time for the cal-

culation of the similarity. Therefore, there would be a

limit to the exhaustive search as the number of user's

pro�les stored in the system or the number of incom-

ing documents increases. That is to say, an exhaustive

search based on probabilistic models can be used in a

�ltering system of reasonable scale, but is considered to

be unsuitable for a large scale �ltering system. How-

ever, Iwayama reported that his proposed cluster-based

search with probabilistic clustering algorithm was ef-

fective, e�cient and noise tolerant for retrieval from a

large amount of data[1]. For this reason, we designed

our patent retrieval system to perform both an exhaus-

tive search and a cluster-based search. The exhaustive

search is performed if both the number of user's pro-

�les stored in the system and the number of incoming

documents are reasonable, and the cluster-based search

is performed if the number of user's pro�les stored in

the system and/or the number of incoming documents

is large.

In this section, we �rst describe the method of ex-

haustive search based on a probabilistic model, and then

describe the method of cluster-based search.

3.1 Calculation of Similarity between Two Documents

A document �ltering system based on probabilistic mod-

els calculates a posterior probability P (cjd), the prob-

ability that a user's pro�le d is classi�ed into a cluster

c.

Many methods of calculating posterior probability

have been proposed[2][3][4][5]. Our patent retrieval sys-

tem adopts Iwayama's formulation because it has the

following advantages over other calculation methods.

(1) it considers within-document term frequencies.

(2) it considers term weighting for incoming documents.

(3) it is less a�ected by having an insu�cient number

of training documents.

Iwayama's formulation is described as follows.

P (cjd) = P (c)
X

t

P (T = tjc)P (T = tjd)

P (T = t)
(1)



\T=t" means that a randomly selected term T from
the document d is equal to t. Probabilities on the right-

hand side of this equation are estimated as follows:

� P (T = tjd): relative frequency of a term t in a

user's pro�le document d.

� P (T = tjc): relative frequency of a term t in a

cluster c.

� P (T = t): relative frequency of a term t in the

entire set of incoming documents.

� P (c): relative frequency of documents that belong

to c in the entire set of incoming documents.

The similarity between a user's pro�le and each in-

coming document is calculated by the following equa-

tion. In this equation, dx corresponds to a user's pro�le

and dy corresponds to an incoming document.

Sim(dx; dy) =
P (fdx; dygjdx) � P (fdx; dygjdy)

P (fdxgjdx) � P (fdygjdy)
(2)

The right-hand side of this equation corresponds to

the ratio of the posterior probability after dx and dy
are merged into a cluster and the posterior probability

before they are merged. This equation can be derived

easily from equation(5).

3.2 Cluster-Based Search

Iwayama proposed a hierarchical clustering algorithm

that constructs a set of clusters having maximum Bayesian

posterior probability[6]. This algorithm is called Hier-

archical Bayesian Clustering(HBC).

When the number of documents isN , the calculation

amount required to make a cluster is O(N 2), therefore it

is extremely di�cult to make a cluster of a large number

of documents by conventional systems.

In this subsection, we give the HBC algorithm �rst,

and then describe our proposed clustering techniques[7]

in order to improve the clustering speed.

3.2.1 HBC Clustering Algorithm

Initially, each document belongs to a cluster whose only

member is the document itself. For every pair of clus-

ters, HBC calculates the increase of posterior proba-

bility after the pairs are merged, selects the pair that

results in the maximum increase, and those clusters are

then merged to form a new cluster.

To see the details of this merge process, consider a

merge step k+1(0 � k � N � 1). In the step k+1,

a data collection of N , D = fd1; d2; :::; dNg, has been
partitioned into a set of clusters Ck = fc1; c2; :::g. That

is, each datum di 2 D belongs to a cluster cj 2 Ck. The
overall posterior probability at this point becomes

P (CkjD) =
Y

cj2Ck

Y

di2cj

P (cjjdi) (3)

The set of clusters Ck is updated as follows:

Ck+1 = Ck � fcx; cyg + fcx [ cyg (4)

After the merge, the posterior probability is updated as

follows:

P (Ck+1jD) = P (CkjD)

Q
di2cx[cy

P (cx [ cyjdi)Q
di2cx

P (cxjdi)
Q
di2cy

P (cyjdi)

(5)

When clustering is performed with the above algo-

rithm, the number of calculations of evaluation values

of the posterior probability is:

NC2 +

N�2X

k=1

k = (N � 1)2 = O(N2) (6)

where N is the number of documents. Thus, the cal-

culation amount is O(N 2). Hence when a large number

of documents is handled, cluster generation becomes

di�cult.

3.2.2 Proposed Clustering Method

Iwayama proposed an approximate clustering technique

for applying HBC to a large number of document sets[8].

The basic idea of the approximation is to decrease pro-

cessing time in deciding a layer by computing the simi-

larity from selected documents instead of all documents.

However, in Iwayama's proposed method, the layer is

not always optimum because documents are selected at

random.

We proposed a new approximate clustering algorithm

that improved the precision of Iwayama's method. We

proposed selecting documents by applying a genetic al-

gorithm (referred to hereafter as GA)[9] for deciding a

quasi-optimum layer and using a MDL criteria for eval-

uating the layer structure of a cluster tree. Our method

gives better accuracy than Iwayama's method, because

the layer structure of a cluster tree constructed by our

method is quasi-optimum. The advantage of the GA-

based algorithm is that it is known to converge speed

compared with other optimal methods.

To improve the precision of Iwayama's clustering

method, we propose the following method, combining

conventional strict clustering with top-down clustering

using GA. Assume that the total number of documents

to be clustered is N , and the number of documents

within a range which can be handled by a strict clus-

tering method is M .



procedure GA-clustering()

all documents are assigned to a root document set (Droot);

Droot is registered as cue-Q;

while (Q is not empty) f

a document set Dp at the head of Q is extracted;

if (the number of documents jDpj < M)

HBC(Dp); /* clustering of Dp by HBC */

else f

Dd = Select(Dp);

/* document set Dd, constructed from M documents

considered to be optimum, which are extracted

from Dp.

The coding length of a cluster is minimized based on

an MDL criteria.

A genetic algorithm is used for the analytical

search. */

HBC(Dd);

The remaining documents (Dp �Dd) are

assigned to the nearest leaf (Li 2 Cd);

Document sets assigned to the Di = Li ;

if(number of documents jDij > 0)

Di is added to Q;

g

g

endproc

3.2.3 Evaluation of Proposed Clustering Method

Aoki reported that the proposed clustering method re-

duces the number of merges from O(N2) to O(N), and

the time required for one merge is substantially con-

stant regardless of N . Moreover, it was found that the

precision of the proposed method is higher than that of

Iwayama's approximation clustering method.

Detailed experimental results are described in Aoki[7].

3.2.4 Cluster-Based Search Method

If the number of user's pro�les stored in the system

and/or the number of incoming documents is large, ex-

haustive search can not be used because of its compu-

tational time. In this case, cluster-based search should

be used.

In this search, a cluster tree is constructed from a

large amount of patent documents including user's pro-

�les. Each incoming document is compared with each

cluster from top of the tree and is assigned to the near-

est leaf of the cluster tree. Then the K-nearest neighbor

documents to each incoming document are retrieved.

4 Experiments

As mentioned in section2, the number of users of our

system is 157 and about 3,000 documents come in every

2 weeks. These numbers are considered to be reasonable

Figure 2: Experimental Result

Figure 3: Recall-Precision

for exhaustive search. In this section, we describe the

experimental results for this exhaustive search.

We used 21 patents as user's pro�les, and had a

professional organization conduct a search for similar

patents in 10,000 patents extracted at random from

patents published between 1993 and 1997. Experimen-

tal results are shown in Figure 2.

The result shows that most documents with high

similarity over -1.2, are relevant and relevant documents

can be distinguished from nonrelevant documents.

A recall and precision curve is shown in Figure 3.

We de�ne precision as the ratio of documents that are

truly relevant to those that are classi�ed as relevant,

and recall as the ratio of truly relevant documents that

are classi�ed as relevant.

Figure 3 shows that precision decreases signi�cantly

as the recall increases.



5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described our patent retrieval system.

Our system has the following characteristics.

(1) Good Usability: An IPC code is not used in the

retrieval process. This means the user does not

have to be familiar with IPC codes.

(2) Easy Accessibility: all the user has to do is to

register his/her own pro�le by using an Internet

browser such as Netscape or Internet Explorer.

The pro�le consists of text �les such as patents

which the user has already applied and documents

in which the user's interest is described.

(3) High Retrieval Accuracy: Document �ltering

techniques are based on a probabilistic model and

o�er high accuracy. Moreover, a cluster-based search

using a fast document categorization method is

provided.

We are planning to improve the accuracy by using

the relevance feedback and calculating the similarity be-

tween a user's pro�le and each incoming document by

combining several criterion.
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